
Timeline Tournament Answers:  
 
(Offer answers one at a time.  Do NOT read any date until every team has guessed on each 
historical event.  Every team MUST make a guess for each event.) 
 

circa 5000 BCE  Agricultural societies appear in Asia              
(evidenced  by mango farms and cotton weaving)  

c.1500 BCE   Chinese invent ideographic writing  

*Bonus Question Define ‘ideographic’:  a character that represents an entire concept 
(noun, verb, adjective) rather than a sound  

c.1500 BCE   Aryans of Northern India invent Sanskrit  

*Bonus Question What Sanskrit is:  the classical language of India, the holy language of 
Hinduism and Buddhism, one of the oldest recorded languages and an 
ancient root of all European languages, including English  

c.1200 BCE   The earliest Hindu scriptures, the Vedas, are written in India  

c.1000 BCE   Rise of caste system in India  

c.800 BCE   Upanishads scriptures written in India  

c.625 BCE   Zoroaster formulates religion in Persia  

*Bonus Question What Persia is called today:  Iran  

c.563 BCE   Gautama, the Buddha, born in India  

*Bonus Question Gautama’s first name:  Siddhartha  

c.551 BCE   Confucius born in China  

c.540 BCE   Mahavira, founder of Jainism, born in India  

c.300 BCE   Lao Tsu writes the Tao Te Ching, sacred text of Taoism  

c.260 BCE  King Asoka rules India as a Buddhist king, sends missionaries as far as 
Greece  

c.100 BCE   Beginning of Japanese state  

*Bonus Question Japanese word for “Japan”:  Nihon or Nippon 

 
 



c.220 CE   Buddhism reaches China from India  

c.300 CE   Classical age of Hindu culture begins in India  

*Bonus Question Hindu supreme deity:  Brahman  

c.552 CE   Spread of Buddhism to Japan  

c.1000    Development of neo-Confucianism  

*Bonus Question  Meaning of “neo-“:  “new”  

c.1192    Destruction of Buddhism in India under Muslim rule  

c.1200    Zen Buddhism founded in Japan  

c.1500    Founding of Sikh religious sect  

1687    Confucius’ teachings translated and read in Europe  

1857  India revolts against British empire, sparked by the British use of cow 
fat as grease in their guns (for gunpowder cartridges) 

*Bonus Question  Why the rumored cow fat in guns was a problem for Indians: cows are 
sacred animals in the Hindu world vision.  Indians protect them from 
harm and do not kill them.  British soldiers were rumored to be using cow 
fat as grease for gunpowder cartridges, and killing Indians using part of 
their sacred animal.  

1920s    Soviet/Russian government represses Buddhism in Mongolia  

1940s    Gandhi struggles to keep India united  

*Bonus Question  Which country was founded when Muslims left India:  Pakistan  

1950s    Communist China represses Buddhism in China  

1959    Dalai Lama flees Tibet under Chinese occupation  

*Bonus Question Where the Dalai Lama lives now:  Dharamsala, India  

2001 (March)   Taliban destroys ancient statues of Buddha  

*Bonus Question What UNESCO stands for:  United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization; it catalogues and protects treasures of art, science, 
and culture around the globe. 

2001 (Sept)  Sikh man, Balbir Singh Sodhi, is killed in Arizona by Frank Roque, who 
wrongly assumed the man was connected to Al Qaeda  


